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Welcome to AP® Statistics!*  
In this class you will learn about basic data analysis, 

how to test hypotheses, and why the house always 

wins. There is information being thrown at us from all 

directions these days. You will leave this class a wiser 

consumer of that information.  

 

This newsletter includes contact info, a materials list, 

some contact info and other gems. A detailed syllabus 

is forthcoming. Here’s what we’ll be starting with… 

 

Unit 1 – Data types, displays, 

distributions and analysis  
 

This first unit will look at different types of data 

such as people’s favorite ice cream flavor and their 

height. These are two different types of data, one is 

recording a quality or characteristic, the other is 

measuring a quantity. The key difference here is that 

we can average the heights of different people, but 

we can’t average a quality like people’s 

favorite ice cream flavor. So, we display and 

analyze these two types of information 

differently. 

When we talk about data displays, there are 

many to choose from. We have to think 

about what we want to show and how to 

show it in an easy to read way. The display 

you see here, A More Diverse Nation, is 

made by the US Census Bureau. Can you see 

what information is given? Can you tell what 

is being compared? Questions we would 

discuss in class might be these: 

• What variables are being measured? 

• Which variables are qualitative? 

Which are or quantitative?  

• Are you learning anything from the 

display? If so, what? 

• Is it easy to understand? What are 

your clarifying questions, if any? 
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• Could you come up with 5-10 sentences that 

describe the data?  

• What else would you like to know after viewing 

this display? 

Typically, there is text around data displays. The text 

and the display support each other. In his case, the 

text and display are meant to help you understand 

what the first unit is about for this course. Hopefully, 

this text and the display are helping you to generate 

some ideas and questions. 

Materials List 

Clearly you need a system for taking notes and 

organizing papers. Binders with sections for notes, 

warm-ups, assignments, quiz and test prep, would be 

wise. Another option is a notebook or composition 

book and folders to keep important handouts in. If 

you have a system that works well for you, use it. If 

you don’t, I suggest a binder with 4-5 sections and a 

place for handouts. You’ll need a space at home to 

keep older papers, if you want to lighten the 

binder/paper load from time to time. You should keep 

everything until the end of the year. Why? Two 

reasons: one, you may need it to study for a test; two, 

I may not record one of your scores correctly! Yikes!!  

Necessary stuff: 

• Binder/Notebook as described above 

• Graph and lined paper 

• Pens, pencils as desired for notes 

• Multi colored pens or pencils for diagrams 

• A small ruler, for diagrams 

• At least two highlighter colors  

• Sticky notes – for marking pages, in class 

activities and other things. You may want 

various sizes, but I recommend 3x3 for class 

activities. 

• A graphing calculator, a Ti-84 is very good for 

this course. They are on sale in August, but 

you can check one out from me, if needed. 

• A regular place where you can study without 

interruption. This could be at home, at the 

library or in a coffee shop, but you should 

have all of your supplies at hand. 

• A container for containing these supplies – 

something that is sturdy. I suggest taping 

your name inside and on any calculators, so 

that your stuff gets back to you if it gets 

lost. 

• Occasionally, we will do a project, which may 

require additional, specific supplies.  

Nice, but not necessary: 

• Glue stick, tape, or washi tape for securing 

notes, handouts, other to you notebook or 

binder pages. 

• A couple of sheet protectors in your binder 

can be nice for easily finding important 

handouts like unit plans and formula sheets. 

• An AP® Statistics study guide book. They 

range from around $15-30. This can be helpful 

when studying for exams, which are modeled 

after the AP® Exam, and for studying for the 

actual exam in May.  

Your phone might be used for class purposes 

sometimes, but should otherwise be stored in wall 

pockets (…and your earbuds, ipods, tablets, laptops, 

apple watch, etc..) 
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Syllabus, Unit Plans, Reminders 

The syllabus will contain all of the above information  

about the course, the text and materials we are using, 

grading policies, what to do in case of an absence, cell 

phone use and other important details.  I will email a 

link to the syllabus, but it can be found on the AP® 

Statistics Webpage, here: 

https://www.tamdistrict.org/Page/11759 

You can expect regular detailed unit plans, as well. 

Mostly, these are handed out to students and put on 

the website. They are subject to change. Students 

will be made aware of the changes in class, and the 

website may not be updated (there are only so many 

hours in a day, sorry!)  

I am hoping to be in touch regularly via email blasts. I 

will send newsletters about content and important 

dates and will sed reminders before exams and big 

due dates.  

 

 

Resources 

Some great links to regularly used resources are 

here: 

• Home access for grade updates: 

http://home.tamdistrict.org/ 

• The College Board – AP® info and practice 

tests for students: login or create an account 

at: 

https://account.collegeboard.org/login/login?

DURL=https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/tak

ingtheexam/preparing-for-exams 

• The College Board – AP® Statistics course 

details: 

https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse/

ap-statistics/course-details 

• The College Board – AP® Statistics exam tips: 

https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse/

ap-statistics/exam-tips 

• Khan academy – create an account and list me 

as coach! Get some activity points! 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-

statistics 

• The US Census Bureau: 

https://www.census.gov/about.html 

 

Here are some links to Statistically interesting 

things 

A commentary from NPR: 

https://www.npr.org/sections/13.7/2016/11/22/5029

78362/how-i-learned-to-love-statistics-and-why-you-

should-too 

Why you should study statistics: 

https://blogs.sas.com/content/sascom/2013/09/06/a

sk-a-statistician-why-should-students-study-

statistics/ 

 From the Census:  

       

Got questions?  

Email me: lhailer@tamdistrict.org  

I am on campus Mondays, 

Wednesdays and Fridays (unless 

there is a special schedule). I am 

very interested in your feedback, 

both positive and negative. I believe 

we work together for best outcomes 

for your student and it helps me and 

them to know how things are going. 

Feel free to send an email and let 

me know what’s working well and 

where there are questions or 

concerns.  
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What questions arise after looking at this 

display, if any? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More info can be found at the census website:  

https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2018/c

omm/school-finances.html 

 

https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2018/comm/school-finances.html
https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2018/comm/school-finances.html

